
ESSAY ON WHY KIDS SHOULD HAVE CELL PHONES

In conclusion, kids should have cell phones to ensure that they know what's expected from them, because a good
parent-child relationship starts with good.

You're clearly studied very hard. Plus, medical professionals have indicated in the past that there may be
dangers in having powerful cellular waves so close to a developing body on a regular basis. The use of cell
phones has become so much more than a way of communication, but has become a hazard for relationships.
People are way more impaired when you are distracted and driving than you are drinking and driving. Body of
the Speech on Children and Mobile Phones There's no doubt that a cell phone becomes an essential tool for a
child to use when an emergency occurs. It usually means from that point in the past up until now - I've played
football since I was five. My main reason to think this is a psychological reason. There have been many state
laws that have come up to ban the use of cell phones while driving. A parent could program a mobile device to
call out to only emergency numbers. Technology is the direction our world is heading toward and relying on
more and more each day. Cell phones have boomed and its time to let them shine. In schools, an area of
increasing debate and discussion has been student cell phone use. Although, technically speaking, technology
is like the word sheep plural and singular and thence forth the word technologies and fishes and sheeps and
persons is kind of redundant. From schools and homes we have to talk with them about it. Are they helpful or
useless? Ten Reasons Why a Kid Should Have a Cell Phone by Bonnie CroweUpdated August 30, Whether
you believe cell phones have a good affect on our society or not, the fact is that a growing number of children
now have their own phones. They can be used for a variety of thing from business to education or simply for
recreational use. In the classroom, students have to be interested in what they are learning, as well as how they
are learning. Cell phones are one of the most useful technologies discovered in the recent centuries. Everyone
likes to have to have cell phones. The latest Teens and Technology study, from Pew Research, found that 78
percent of teens aged 12 â€” 17 own a cell phone Haselton. Cyber bullying refers to the bullying of someone
via the social media. There are multiple examples of students using their cell phones during class time to
communicate their thoughts, images of their environment or dangerous crimes. Worryingly, phones make it
easy for children to receive text messages and pictures of which their parents may not approve. A major debate
topic is should cell phones be allowed in schools. Therefore, we really think that we need to allow to have cell
phones in elementary and high schools. Cell phones were originally against school rules. So what are the
positive and negative points of allowing a child to carry a cell phone? Teachers see phones as a classroom
distraction and then make rules against having phones in their classrooms. Is it good or bad for schools to
allow students to have cell phones? We live in a challenging and sometimes dangerous world. This has come
up due to many accidents being caused by the use of these devices. One part of society supports the use of cell
phones while the other part of society disapproves the use of cell phones. This feat can undeniably be
considered a marvel of modern society. Should they be allowed to use them on a limited basis, or is your
opinion that they should be forbidden to use them at all? In some states it is already outlawed. Only
experienced writers know hidden secrets and tactics how to impress readers and attract their attention. Just buy
cheap Kindle versions of books on Amazon and start reading without any problems. With cell phones, parents
know if their children alright in an emergency.


